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Slashed sununer &ids hope in D tenn
by Francis J. Allman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Amid all the gloom and doom forecasts for the summer semesters, there·
now appears to be a dim ray of sunshine piercing through.
"We're down about 330 sections over
last summer," said Stuart A. Lilie, dean
of undergraduate studies, "but the
offerings in the A and D terms have
actually increased."
The D term is something new to most

of the colleges, but_Lilie says, "The Col· 1ege of Business has used it for a number
ofyears."
" D term is just a shorter form. of the
C term," said Lilie. "It starts on the
same day as the A term, but it runs two
·weeks longer." '
The reason for the increased offerings
during the A and D terms has to do with
funding availability.
"Sincethesurnmertermsactuallyfall
in two budget years (the fiscal year for
UCFbeginsJuly 1), we knew how much

Budget Cuts for Summer Classes .

funding.was available for A and D, but
we'll have to wait for the legislature to
findouthowmuchmoneyisavailablefor
the B term," said Lilie.
"The funding for the C term is split
between the two fiscal years," Lilie said.
Since all of the B term, and a portion
of the C term derive their funding from
next year's budget, the university was
forced to inake most of the cuts to those
summer class terms.
"We're reluctant to schedule -classes
out of next years budget because we

don't know how much money there will
be," Lilie said.
"If the legislature comes through
with more funding, we'll be able to add
to the B term," he said.
"Frankly, though, I'm quite worried.
If this yaar's cut is as large as proposed, the B term could actually be
reduced, Lilie said."
Lilie said he was not sure why the
College of Arts and Sciences was hit
·
SUMMER continued page 5
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compared to last summer.
•331 ciassesh~ebeencutfromthesummerterms.
•A new summer Dsession has been added.
•ArtsandSciencesWashltthe ha~est loo~ng 199cia~es.
• Business lost only three classes.
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Student patrols ..-making
, the 1ilmny safe forstudying
by Jennifer M. Burgess
"

"'

..,

STAFF REPORTER

.

Student partols help keep the libray a
safe and quiet place to study.
The library employs 16 students who
work as Library Patrol. These students
walk through the library andmake·o ther
students aware of their presence and
handle conflicts as they arise. The starting salary is $4.25.
"The program is similar to a Neighborhood Watch program. They [patrol
students] are the eyes and ears of the
library," Janice Bain, head of the access
serveice department of the library, said.
The students are trained to handle
conflicts. They take part in safety and
security briefing as part of their orientation. They are also educated on proper
procedures and know when to call campus police for additional help.
Students on the patrol face problems with noise control, eating and
drinking, which is not allowed, and
people taking books and parts of books
from the building.

a

"During the change of classes, someone stands at the front door to provide
extra protection," said Roger Simmons,
circulation librarian. Simmons added
that most incidents occur at the security gate.
The patrol was recently honored with
the Crime Prevention Award by the
_
campus police.
The students "are wonderful. We could
not get along without them," said Anne
Marie Allison, director of the library
administrative office.
The library patrol was developed in
1985 because the library had problems
with students eating and drinking in the
new building.
Just like other enforcement officers,
the library patrol students wear blue
shirts that identify them as members of
the patrol.
"It [the shirt] makes them more visible," Bain said.
The shirts also help identify the students, Bain added.
According to Allison, funds for the
shirts were provided by library founda-

UCF student library patroman Tony Thorpe, 22, makes sure the
library iS free Of fOOd and drinks. (Chartes K. Morrow/FUTURE)
tion accounts.
Allison said the problem had to be
resolved because "10 cents worth ofCoke
can ruin $100 worth of books."
Business management major and
librarypatrol member Brian Rogers sees

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

his role as student patrol ip. the library as
being a role model for other students.
He says the student patrol is available to "help students understand the
codes, enforce the laws, rules and regulations of the library.
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LITTLE DID MR. ROGER KNOW...

•
•

THAT WHILE HE ·WAS WAITING AT THE AIRPORT, AN ERRANT COMET FELL ON HIS
PLANE. AND WHILE RESCHEDULING, HIS ENTIRE SET OF PAPER WORK WAS ON ITS
WAY TO PLANET XOOMBAAR BY WAY OF TRANSPORTER. WHEN ROGER FINALLY GOT
TO HIS DESTINATION, HIS HOTEL WAS OVERRUN BY A HEAD OF UPTIGHT LLAMAS.
FORTUNATELY, ROGER HAD ALL HIS WORK ON HIS PORTABLE, AND DIDN'T LOOSE A
SINGLE THING. NOW, WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO BE SMART LIKE .MR ROGER?

•
•

•
•

80386sx-20

Creative

•

--------~-----------------l.U_if:_h_~_D_c_k_e_r_trl._~_em_and /rlicrnsoft IJaffpDinf trlDUse

Contrast &

Rugged &
Small design

VGA display

, •Fast 80386sx-20MHz processor with
zero wait state (not slowed down)

Brightne.~s

•Optional 80387sx math coprocessor to
speed up math operations and programs
that are math intensive--like Lotus 123,
Microsoft Excel, and Quattro Pro

_
gerial, Parallel,
VGA,
Keyboard,
•4MB for memory intensive programs like
Microsoft Windows
gca11ne.r
Ports (side. &
··60MB harddr ive for lots of applications
back)
and work files
•2400 baud pocket moMm

•VGA gray scale display that supports up
to 640 x 480 resolution at 32 shades
•VGA display supports VGA , EGA, CGA,
and Monochrome programs

•

•NiCad rechargeable battery with
approximately 2 hour operation

•

•AC adaptor autosenses 100/240V AC
(50/60Hz) for use in foreign countries
•Power Management System with sleep
system to conserve battery life
•Measures 8.66" x 11.41" x 2.08" & Weighs
6.9lbs (with battery)

•

•Comes with 9 pin to 25 pin converter,
External keyboard adapter, Carrying bag
with shoulder stripe, User's manual

•

•Microsoft BallPoint Mouse

Power plug in &
Reset button

go

Key
Keyboard

•Full expandability with ports:
•9 pin Serial port: modem, fax
•25 pin Parallel port: printers, fast data
Mouse & Pocket Modem
transfer to desktop systems
•15 pin VGA port: use an external
(not shown)
monitor
•External Keyboard port
•External Mouse port
•External Scanner port

$2,3 1 6
-

- - - - -·

-

-

~

-

•What yo.u can add:
External battery pack, mouse, scanner,
pocket Ian adapter, external battery
charger

•

•

.

Apple PowerBook 140
640x400 Backlit ·
SuperTwist display

•Fast 68030 processor zipping at 16MHz
•4MB RAM, expandable to eight (8) for
this BIG applications like PageMaker 4.2
or Adobe Photoshop 2.0
•Backlit SuperTwist display with 640 x
400 resolutioo
•40MB harddrive
•3.5" 1.44MB floppy drive that can read,
write, and format Macintosh , MS-DOS,
OS/2, and ProDOS (Apple) disks
•Built-in, full-size keyboard in standard
Macintosh layout that is pushed back to
allow space to rest your wrists instead of
crunching them on the edge
;

Built-in Mouse

Full-size keyboard
& wrist rest

$2,7 0 4

•Built-in trackball with two buttons-designed to be used either like any other
trackball or without ever 1aking your
hands of the keyboard
•Dimensions: 2.25" x 11.25" x 9.3" -Weight: 6.81bs

•Comes with one NiCad battery providing
about 2 to 3 hours operation, depending
on usage
•Comes with the following ports for
expandability:
•Apple Desktop Bus (ADS) port
•Two (2) serial ports for LocalTalk
networking, printers, modems
. •One SCSI port for external harddrives,
CD-ROM drives, and other
devices (uses HDl-30 connector)
•One sound input port (microphone
included)
•One sound output port that can drive
headphones or other stereo equipment
•Optional internal 2400 baud modem with
9600 baud fax, includes error correction
and compression (MNP 4,5 and V.42,
V.42bis)

•

•

•
•

•Optional Remote Access software that
allows you to link up to and access a
desktop Macintosh (also configured with
modem anci Remote Access), harddrive,
and network using the modem

•

·u c f comPUTf R

STOA(

The UCF Computer Store is located across from CESA I and II (Engineering & Business), next to Biology. Our Store hours are Monday through,Thursday 8:30am to 4:30pm, and Friday 8:30am to
4:00pm. We accept cash, personal checks (up to $200.00), cashier's I tellers I certifed checks, VISA, MasterCard, and Discover. Important phone numbers: Apple Macintosh Sales 823-5434, Creative
(100% IBM Compatible) Sales 823-5643, Sun Microsystems (including SPARCstations) Sales 823-5226, IBM Sales 823-5226. We offer financing through the UCF Credit Union, IBM's PS/2 Loan for
~earning, and Apple's new Loan Program. Please stop on by and visit our showroom and take a price list on any of our lines. All characters and events are purely fictional and have no relevance to life.

•
•
•

•
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Women win battle in sexual harassn1ent war
but they need to make sure srudents know
how to file complaints, Pitts said
Colleges and universities may be tak"We all have a responsibility to reing a second look at sexual harassment spond to the students and to let them
policies in light of a recent Supreme know the affirmative action office is
Court ruling.
available for counseling," Pitts said. "If
The Feb. 26 ruling cleared the way for the policies are working, the work and
sexually harassed students tD sue schools study environment should be as open
for monetary damages under Title IX ofthe and free as fearful of what we are going
EducationAmendmentsof19'(2,adecision to say and do."
hailedas"astunningvictoryforwomen"by
Many schools have adopted policies
that forbid "unwanted and unsolicited
the National Women's Law Center.
"With this decision, girls and women sexual advances, requests for sexual
finally have a powerful weapon to fight nature, whether spoken, written, physisex discrimination in education," said cal or pictorial."
Marcia Greenberger, coThe Supreme Court's
president of the law cenruling came in the case of a
ter. "Education institu'~ .. Women finally former high school student
tions will receive the meshave a powerful form Georgia who sued over
her alleged sexual encounsage loud and clear that
they have to seriously adweapon ... "
ters with a teacher.
dressthediscriminato:rypoliAlthough the full imciesstilltoofrequentlyfound"
plications of the ruling reThe court ruling likely
• M. Greenberger main unclear, legal experts
LAW CENTER
will force schools to reassay the worst thing a unisess existing policies or - - - - - - - - versity can do is ignore
write new ones.
complaints of sexual harassment.
"I do think it will cause schools to
Charlie Shanor, a law professor at
[review] their policies to make sure they Emory University, noted that the ruling
have teeth, and at procedures that will fell under Title IX, which bars sexual
insure that we can do a thorough inves- bias in all educational progl1lms that
tigation when we respond to a complaint," receive federal funding, including grants,
said Paul !1tts, affirmative action direc- so private as well as public schools would
tor at Louisiana State University.
be affected.
A lot of schools already have- strong
A professor who pressures a student
programsdealingwith sexual harassment, for sex in return for a higher grade might

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

)

)

BREAK TIME
Allessandra Giordano, a 22-year-old political science major, takes a rest on
the steps in front of the recflecting pond Wednesday. (Chartes K. Morrow/FUTURE)

pr~sent

a clear-cut case of harassment. reported harassment by male classBut what would the university's responsi- mates and some teachers.
bility be ifstudents harass other srudents?
"Schools have an obligation to protect
Shanorsaiditdependsonthecircum- girls form harassment by teachers of
stances. For example, if women repeat- other students," said Anne Bryant, exedlycomplainedaboutsugecutive director. "One of the
gestive remarks made by ~~~~~~~~ recommendations for action
"Schools have in the AAUW report is that
members of an on-campus
fraternity and the universtrong policies against
sity ignored the problem,
an obligation to sexualharassmentbedevelShanor said he believed
protect girls from oped and enforced by school
the school could be held
. harrasment.,,
personnel."
liable under the court's latAnother survey showed
est ruling.
• Anne Bryant that at Harvard University
"If it is sexual harassLAW CENTER
32percentoftenuredfemale
ment, then it would be
professors, 49 percent withsomething the university
out tenure, 41 percent offe'would legally need to address," Shanor male graduate students and 34 persaid.
cent of undergraduate women reported
"Education institutions will receive that they encountered some form of
the message loud an clear that they have sexual harassment from a person in
to seriously address the discriminatory authority at least once while they were
policies still too frequently found."
at the university.
"My understanding is that EEOC ··
The Supreme Court's ruling in the
charges ofsexual harassment are up 250 Georgia case unanimously reversed
percent, mostly because of the visibility lower court rulings that had thrown
of the problem from the Anita Hill case," out Christine Franklin's lawsuit
he said "Even though the [high school] case against the Gwinnett County public
isn't as visible, I think it's definitely some- school system.
thing that will have an impact."
The lower courts said Title IX enabled
A recent study by the Association of alleged victims of intentional sexual disAmerican University Women noted an crimination to seek only "injunctive reincrease in sexual harassment of girls lief' to halt an illegal practice. The U.S.
by boys, starting as early a the seventh Supreme Court overruled those decisions
grade. Sixty-five percent of female vo- and said victims could sue for monetary
cation education students in the study damages as well.

4
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Thieves hit future .Sig Ep site
Suspended driver's licenses spark two campus arrests
Jennifer M. Burgess

In other police news:
'rw9 telephones were stolen from concession stands on
the second floor of the Arena
Ronald D. Tolf of food services told police that he realized the two phones
were missing when he
Construction subcalled telecommunicacontractor Tom Potter
tions to have the
told police last week
phones installed.
that he had brought []][]DJ[]J.[filiOi According to John
50 construction plat- - - Romanski of telecomforms to the site about two munications, the phones had
weeks ago. He told police that been i.n stalled on Sept. 16. He
the platforms were stored be- told police that the phones were
hind the fraternity house, out . plugged in and placed on top of
of view of the street.
counters. He said that the
Potter noticed the materi- rooms were not secured.
als were missing on March 12
According to police reports,
but did not report the incident Tolf did not know the phones
until March 13.
had been installed because
Potteralsosaidthathefound keys were not received for the beer cans inside the house. He rooms until after the phones
said he is the last to leave the were installed. Tolf told police
siteatnightandhisworkersare that the rooms were not senot permitted to drink alcoholic cured until late October -or
beverages at the site, police re- early November.
ports said.
The phones are valued at
STAFF REPORTER

•

$78 each.
•A student was arrested on
campus last week for driving
with a suspended license.
The 24-year-old student was
stopped by police after she made
a left turn on a red light at
University Boulevard and
Gemini Boulevard on March 11.
According to police reports,
the driver"appeared upset." She
presented a birth certificate to
tbe police. By doing a driver's
license check, police discovered
her licensewassuspended twice.
The driver's two-door red
Pontiac was impounded.
•A university employee was
arrested on campus for driving
with a suspended license.
The 62-year-old male was
pulled over by police at Gemini
Boulevard and Andromeda
West in a four-door beige stAtion wagon.
A driver's license check revealed that the university SMASH IT·
employee's license has been.sus- Jason Campbell, a finance major, plays handball by the
pended six times.
Wayne Densch Sports Center. cchartes K. Morrow/FUTURE)
-

Get more for your money!
largest 2 Bedrooms Near UCF 2 bedroom/2 bath - 1,047 sq. ft.
for only $490 per month!
. 3 bedroom/2 bath at $630!

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
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OFFER STUDENTS INCENTIVE TO STAY FIT!

Alafaya Woods Apts.
3 miles north of UCF at Alafaya Woods Blvd. behind
Publix in Oviedo!

365-8388

Student Government is making a commitment to health and fitness. ·As part of this
commitment it has teamed up with BALLY
HEALTH CLUBS to offer you and your immediate family a special savings on all regular
memberships.

Who:
What:

Where:
When:

There's nothing lik~ Legend and Lady
Legend! The most unique college rings
ever designed-only available from
ArtCarved. This popular professional
look offers more ways to personalize your college ring. Don't
'-. . delay-visit your ArtCarved
· .\ representative during this
~~ special sales event to see
Legend and the many
other styles available.

University of Central Florida
Special 35% savings for faculty/
employees only
Special one year memberships
for students only
On the Green - March 19 &23
Wellness Expo - March 25
11 :00 am -3:00 pm

This savings is only available on the dates
listed above.

JI RT(ll RVEJJ

March 16th- 20th

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

1O:OOa.m.-3:00p.m.
$15 Deposit Required

Special Payment PllnsAvlilabk
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SUMMER

feel cannot be offered during a
six-week period," Lille said.
"My guess is that they'll continue using it," Bush added.
Schedules. for summer are
available now, and overall, Lilie
seemed pleased with the amount
of classes offered.
Most of the classes will be offered in swnmer terms A and
D,whichhadanoverallincreaseof
22.2 peroont. Summer oorms B
and C have the least amopunt of
classes to offer.
As far as all the uncertainty
that preceded the summer schedule, Lilie said, 'We weren't playing games; we just didn't know."
Students can pick-up the
scheduels and T&A's, time and
appointment forms, from the individual colleges.

FROM PAGE 1
the hardest as far as cuts were
concerned Arts and Sciences
lost 199 classes from last year's
schedule.
John F. Bush, university registrar, said that it was probably
because Arts and Sciences uses
more adjunct instructors than
the other colleges.
"The way to cut is by cutting
adjuncts. They are hired to ooach
a certain class a certain semester. The easiest thing is to not
renew their contracts," he said.
The D term is likely to be a
permanent addition to the summer schedule.
"The D term allows us to offer
those courses that instructors

"THE IDEAL ACADEMIC COMMUNITY"

1 MONTH FREE
WE OFFER 1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT WITH
CARPEi', DRAPES, CEN1RAL AIR/HEAT, WITH ALL
OF TIIE FOLLOWING EXTRAS:

,,

•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
•WALK TO SHOPS, BANKS,
AND MOVIES

•THE ULTIMATE IN
CONVENIENCE
•ONCOUNTYBUSROUTE

UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS
UOl 7 SOLON DR.

273-4097

ORLANDO, FL
(NEXT TO PIZZA HUT ON ALAFAYA)

Knight Flight reaches for sky
Jeppeson course offers instruction without leaving ground
by Francis J. Allman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Want to keep that Spring
Break high going? Perhaps the
Center for Continuing Education can help you out.
The center, in conjunction
with Knight Flight pilot training, is offering a private pilot
ground school. The course lasts
nine weeks and offers the material necessary to pass the FAA
writoon exam.
"We will be using the
Jeppeson cou:r:se, the most
widely accepted flight course
in the world," said Dave
Alwood, program coordinator
for the center.
LarryTague,oneoftheinstructors of the ground schoo~ said,
'The FAA exam consists of three
parts: a written exam, an oral
exam and the actual flight exam.
"While it is not necessary to
take flight lessons in conjunce
tion with the ground school,
Taguesaysitisagoodidea. "We
encourage that," he said.
The class meets Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 6 to 10
p.m. Al wood said one ofthe big
advantages of this class is that
it is being offered on the UCF

campus.
For the $255 fee, students receive a kit that includes the FAA
rules, a ooxt book, two workbooks,
a flight compuoor; and probably
mostimportantly, thekitcontains
a list ofall 860 questions the FAA
uses on its written exams.
Tague explained the Jeppeson
kit is "one of the finest instruc-

tional tools around."
Tague said that between
himself and fellow instructor
Paul Kupke, they have acquired more than 10,000 hours
of flight experience.
"We are really geared up for
this," Tague saaid. "We are giving it our all to I,llake it the best
it can be."

Jeppeson Flight School
March 31-May 26,1992
on the UCF campus

The classes will be held in the Business Administration Building Room 115.
Registration fee is $255, which includes a text
book, FAA rules and kit, work books, a flight computer and other materials.
Call (407) 249-6100 for registration information.

COLONIAL FLEA MARKET
11500 E. Colonial Dr
(E. HWY. 50)
(West of alafaya trai I)

OPEN EVERY FRI., SAT., & SUN. 8AM-5PM
ACROSS THE ROAD FROM THE
"FRAT HOUSE"
EVERY WEEKEND YOU'LL FIND: Hundreds of
sellers, Thousands of buyers Millions of New & Used items,
Antiques & Collectibles Free Parking, Snack Bars

5

I

Student Wellness Advocate Team prese.nts:

WELLNESS EXPO '92

COME ONE, COME ALL TO BUY OR SELL SELLING SPACE AVIALABLE.
(407) 679-8705 OR 281-9952 -NORB KOLB, MGR.

/\'ame: Oviedo Office
Date of "Birth'': Fall 199i
Address: Suite 202, 1410 W. Broadway Street
Phone: 366-9195
A.ttending Physicians:
Robert T. Hoover, MD
" Frederick A. Hoover, MD
Louis Stern, MD
Gary J. Jimenez, MD
Howard D. Schechter, MD
John Serrao, MD
Distinguishing Characteristics:
• Complete 08/GYN care, including infertility,.
surgery, menopause, osteoporosis, high-risk
obstetrics and female urinary incon1inence
• Partrcipation in most HMO and PPO programs

11 :00-3 :00 Wednesday, March 25
. On the Green at UCF
Rain Date: Friday, March 27

The Central Florida Future
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Misplaced priorities
injure uriiversity's
academic funding
merica sets goals to be the greatest country
in the world. We shall surpass so and so in
the arms race; we'll protect democracy
from the "threat" of infiltration, and we'll keep our
men and our egos attached. This ego can also be
seen in sports.
For example, most Americans can tell you who
won the Super Bowllast year, but they no clue who
won the Nobel Peace Prize.
This just proves the point that our society
strives to feed egos and sports can be an outlet.for
that effort.
Consider this: recently UCF transfered $90
thousand from education to athletics. Could this
be an extension of the American Super Ego on our
very
campus?
Complaining about such a transfer offunding is
realistic.
The State University System is experiencing
such traumatic shortages that students are rally-;
ing in th e state capital. Public schools are not left
out of the cuts either. Within the past couple of
weeks, a group of public school teachers went to • IMMATURE WRITING
the capital as well, hoping to convince our esteemed governor that no more cuts couldbe toler- Editor:
I am sµrprised to see such arated.Butwhocansaywhatdifferenceanyofthese, ticles in the paper from Chris
protests will make?
Puchard. I find his taste mjoumalWhere do the America's/Florida's priori- ismtoberatherimmatureanddisties lie? Apparently they lie within the ath- . tasteful. I realize he will have a
letics department.
_rather low opinion of me and my
Noone would claim thatacompetitiveedgeisn't opinion; howeve», I can deal with
wonderful. It's doubtful anyone could serioilsly that. ·I am raising two sons myself
suggest that we respond to these cuts by destroy- and know what can pass from the
ing the athletics department.
.
mind to the tongue from teenagers.
What·surprises me the most is the
It is claimed that having a wonderful athletic fact that the Future can allow this
department at a school will bring in at least as trashtobeprintedeveryweek.Irealm u ch money as is spent on it. For the top 10 ize the expression of"freedom of the
schools this is fine, but UCF has yet to take that press," however I feel that this has
position.
been carried one step further, into the
It would be a great thing ifUCF :was, but let gutter.Iamnot"oldfaShioned"inmy
us be realistic; what UCF is known for is the fine way of thinking, just decent I can't
engineering, business and computer science pro- , understandhow journalism students
grams. If we weren't, then the Research Park allow themselves to lower their st.an,
h
d (·
u· ) dard of thought and maturity for a
wo uldn treceiveasmuc outsi e i.e .. m itary chancetohavetheirnameprintedon
funding as it does. Martin Marietta wouldn't ·newsprint
use our students as interns.
I don't mean to sound so harsh or
But this is not to suggest that the athletics "prrujish (as probably Chris Pukard _
department didn't deserve the finding either. In oh - rm sony, I mean Puchard- was
fact ALL of the departments on campus deserve . with his articles)," but it isn't hard to
greater funding, but how many are receiving it?
see where our st.andards are coming.
Transferrlllg funding from education to athletMary C. Roskowki
ics exemplifies the misuse of funding within eduUCFhousing
cation. Other examples are the funds set aside for
new buildings, but the classes_are reaching gar•GET THE FACTS RIGHT
gantuan sizes; both at the university and public
· level, so that the new building has no real purpose . Editor:
This letter is in response to an
in bet~ring the education offered.
articles
that appeared in the Feb.
Perhaps we will have to consider what it .
13 edition of the Future titled, "Sex
takes to provide a quality education. It does take
On The Wire." In the article, our
buildings. But what if there aren't any teachers company name was spelled incorleft in the budget, then what good are they? The rectly. ItshouldbelnfoText, not'i:ech."
American Super Ego will have to realize that
Also, .i n following the author's
reading and writing must be taught before the math in the third and fourth paracompetitive spirit; because if we can't read the graphs, where he sites Strategic
Telemedia's research figures, adult
rules, we can't win.
services equal about 15 percent of
Final results: students-0, jocks-90,000.
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the entire market, not one-third to areas in the United States.
one-half as the author states. This
The war in Lebanon is not a civil
would have been easy to see on a war, rather it is a war in which
chart of pie graph of some sort. · Israel and Syria are trying to take
In sending me the article, Bill over Lebanon. Israel attacked LebaCushing included a ·small note along non back in June 1982, they dewith the newspaper that said he was stroyed the country andkilled 42,000
sony his math was so screwed.up, "but Lebanese people in two weeks while
hey, I'm an English major, the whole world was watching quiright?" Please let Mr. Cushing know etly. Since then the Lebanese people
that being an English major is no ex- have been rebuilding the country. A
cuse in getting his math wrong. I was year ago the Lebanese military
an English major too, with a minor in cleaned up most of the country from
joum~sm. In any article you write, . Jllilitants and started lookingfor the
you must get all of your facts and hostages after finding them, but who
figures correct or you will not be taken gets the credit?
Dear J.C. Smith, for your inforseriously by your readers.
fmnot berating Mr. Cushing, I just mation the Lebanese people are not
want to let him know that ifhe's going kidnappers. In fact many of them
to the trouble of writing an article for are very successful people, such as
the paper, possibly to gain experience Danny Thomas, John Sunnuno
and tear.sheetsforfuturejobs,heneeds (former White House chief of stafl),
to take his work seriously, even if he Joe Robbie (former owner of the
isn't getting paid for getting a grade on Dolphins) and Khalil Joubran (one
it. Statingthathe'san English major is of the greatest authors and poets).
no excuse for writing incorrect infor- About 80 percent of the Lebanese
mation.
people are very educated; they speak
In the future, ifyour writers need French, English and Arabic, not to
help with 900-number information, mention that the official language
please feeLfree to call.
in Lebanon is French. Granted, in
Lebanon we have had war, but we
Laura Dalton don't have many of the things you
associate editor of lnfoText have in the USA: AIDS, rape, crime,
child abuse and so forth. Please don't
• LEARN TO ACCEPT
get me wrong, I am not trying to tell
you that the Lebanese people are
Editor:
perfect;all what I am trying to say is
In response to your article "World
that every country has positive and
Showcase," published Feb. 11; Ifeel
negative points.
you should have gathered more
In conclusion, we all live on the
knowledge about the subject prior to
same planet, therefore we are not
writing such displays of ignorance.
foreigners; we all have good things
Sinceoneshouldfightignorancewith
as well as bad things so let's not
knowledge, here is some knowledge
make fun of each other and by so
for you. Lebanon is the very beautioffend each other.
ful country; what you and many
others see onTVis the worst areas in
Zahi Chehaitli
Lebanon, just like seeing the worst
industrial. engineering
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. Politics of hatred becomes a popular American voice

:; w

WHAT'S NEXT?

·

ith the upcoming national, election. on
everybody's mind, George Bush s two senous
inter-party contenders have raised some food
for thought with their current platforms.
Or,-at least, gristle for consideration.
The two in question are, of eourse, political analyst
and commentator Patrick Buchanan and David Duke,
a man whose past needs little or no introduction.
Buchanan who is better qualified as a political analyst
than as a writer and certainly warrants no serious consideration as an active politician, has built his campaign
around an "America first" attitude of isolationism and a
foreign policy of sealing ourselves off.
Duke, who is qualified for nothing other than a bad
example ofhumanity, has geared his policy tangentally
off of the GOP's own views on social services and civil
rights, meaning that there should be none.

The common bond between both men is a viewpoint
Furthermore, both Duke and Buchanan might find
which is meant to embody the attitude of America for that their own family history is not as glorious as they
Americans. As Buchanan says, "America First."
might wish it to be. For, while racism and prejudice
It is an attitude that began with the racists and have always been a problem- not just in this country
separatists and has slowly seeped its way into the but the world over -America has always been in the
minds of the middle class.
unique position of being an equal opportunity hater.
The hidden message here (although it doesn't take
Just about every group that has passed across our
Sherlock Holmes to find it) is that Americans are white, continent's shoreline has had a period in which it was
Anglo-Saxon, and, preferably, male and Protestant.
feared and vilified as a threat to the national interest.
However, what is an American, really?
Ironically, Mr. Buchanan's own Irish bloodline w~s
If messers Duke and Buchanan did their homework once hated and distrusted, as much as he now .obVIor admitted the truth to themselves, they might ~ ouslyharbors the same sentiments towards Jews. And
shocked, disappointed, or both.
Mr. Duke, who not so long ago was an ardent Nazi,
Discounting the true and native Americans (just for might be ashamed of the impurities ·that taint his
the sake of this argum~nt since that's another story), genealogical -background.
one finds that the precepts and principles upon which
The only reason these two warrant any degree of
this country was founded was as a haven for those who attention is because there are still some folks out there
wanted to (a) escape an intolerable situation or (b) taking their message to heart. Just look at the recent
carve out a place of individuality for themselves.
-Louisiana gubanatorial election results as well as the
And that is, essentially, what this country has done recent Republican primaries.
for the past two centuries: provide a place for the
Apparently one-third of the nation takes these
disaffected and the disenchanted.
messages to heart.

R. K. S.

~ Sammy Sloth
•
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Last week's question:

What do you trunk of UCF President Hitt and what should his agenda include?

uHe's kind of of quiet. I don't even know what
he looks like. I guess we'll know his.agenda
when he starts."

"I haven't seen him. I think he should try to
work on financial aid, the long lines when
getting classes and the foreign language re- .
quirement."

Jennifer Boele
psychology

OHie Jackson
marketing

"I haven't seen him. I\re only heard of Hitt in
the paper."

"I haven't formed any opinion of him. He
needs to keep the classes up and focus on the
financial aid problems."

Keith Anderson
accounting

Edward Wardlngley
computer engineering

This week's question:

Did the decrease in the number of
summer school classes offered affect
your summer plans?
Call The Central Florida Future's hotline with your view at 823-3956

The C,entralFiorida Future

GREEK CORNER
ATIENTION ALL GREEKS
Come to the First Annual All Greek
Day Picnic
When: Sunday March 22, 12:00pm
Where: lake Claire
Who: All Greeks
Come for food, volleyball,
and fun, fun, fun!
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Glad to see everyone made it back in
one piece! Hope you had fun! Brothers
don't forget Dr. C. is coming Sun. Get
ready for elections. PS-where are we
going (retreat)?
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
HeyMon,it'sfinallyhere!TheATnHouse
will be transformed into a lush tropical
paradise on Mendel Drive with the sounds
of Alize emanating from the palm trees &
coconuts. Irie Fest begins at NOON with
a Slip-N-Sloosh, Bar-B-Q, and Island
beverages ya know! And will continu~
into da night with the Incredible Bikini
Contest and a Men's Best Buns Contest.
You've heard stories about the Island
Party, now experience it for yourself!
Come lose your liver-but save the Planet!
DELTA TAU DELTA
.
Top 15 Things .:iT.:i did over spring
break...
15. Tested the two scoops theory in
raisin bran.
14. Visited the Alamo.
13. Reached our credit limits.
12. Made bail.
11. Churned Butter
10. Tried to find the truth behind the
JFK assassination.
9. Lived off the land.
8. Mooned unsuspecting tourists at
area attractions.
7.Kept Anheuser-Busch Breweries in
business.
6. Checked ourselves for testicUlar
cancer.
5. Picked bar fights with bikers.
4. Finally got around to seeing the
Sound of Music (twice!)
3. Battled Japanese students for the
world ping-pong championship.
3. Partied with Paul Tsongas
1. Blacked Out!!
.:iT.:i we will not be undersold!

,. I

KAPPA DELTA
Atten: All sororities please remember
that Panallenic attitude-If we don't stick
together who will??Congrats to our new
Rho Chis: Niki T, Alli M, Kristen K, &
Hope Ml Congrats to our new 0Teamers: Lisa . & Victoria DI Ka-3rd
place in Soberfestl Good Job ladies!
Watch out-Ka Ladies R ready to win
· Greek Weeki I Ka Softball &Field Hockey
A Awesome!
KAPPA SIGMA
All Kappa Sigs get out to the A.A. Softball
torney this weekend Everyone be there
to give support B. B.Q. Sunday@ house.
Pledges work on your books. A.E.K.A.B.

March 19. 1992

Pl BETA PHI
Hope everyone had a fun spring break.
Ifs time to crack the books for a few
more week. Rush Work weekend is
here! Happy Happy Happy! Phone-athon was great!Keep up the Greek
Week Spirit! congrats to Kelly Rupp,
tor sis of the week! Philadelphia Freedom-TI«f>#1
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Welcome back. Keep the Spring Break
feeling, come see Larry Redmon in concert on the front lawn of the PIKE house
Fri. Night. BYOB &bring your won blankets and chairs 3 Guest per brother. The
Awakening is Sunday. Meet at House@
10:30AM Phon-a-thon Sur:iday @ 5:30
gear up for ·Greek Week! Great job at
thunder game, Brothers PIKE IS IT
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Looking forward for a legendary social
w/ ZfA Friday. Bro's start looking for
those dates, Spring Formal is coming
Spring Break is over, prepare yourself
for BULLFROG.
SIGMA CHI
The trip to Miami has been changed to
Venus so get your$ ready. Congrats to
Kurt & Pete on Oteam. SBall & hockey
are off to great starts. HOUSE tx you'll
find it here.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
ST. PATTY'S DAY PARTY FRIDAY
NIGHT SIG-EP HOUSE! Congratulations on Sig-Ep's new Regional Director
Mark Sutton. Phone-a-thon Tues Mar24
5:30-8 call Urb. Big/Little Bro-Sports day
Retreat Sat. Break Recap-Scooter driving courses offered to all in need-any
SU l's-Southernmost, home of the 3 story
hurl. We've got a roof! SIG-EP '92

Presently Screening Board ·Members.
Info: 262-2699
ATTENTION: Please DO NOT PLACE
ANYADVERTISEMENTSORFLYERS
ON THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
NEWSPAPER STANDS!!! If anyone's
ad or flyer is found anywhere on the
stands, you will be notified"only ONCE
and then charged and billed for the full
page ad rate - $420!!!

ROOMMATES
Roommate needed to share townhouse Large Bdrm., own Bthrm., W/D,
Pool, Tennis. $300/mo. Call 380-7531.
Roommate needed, M/F, to share 212
apartment, approx 4 miles from UCF
Call Marc at 384-7017 for more info

-

FORRENT

Large 2/2 w/Private Balcony or Patio,
Large Kitchen, walking Distance to
UCF. Please ask about our Move-in
Special 282-5657
212 Apt across from UCF. W/D, fans,
dishwasher, c/h/a. $450. 365-7532.
212 Duplex for Rent,. W/D Hook-up
Close to School. $405/month Call 6579126 or 381-6294 Leave message

FOR SALE
King Size Oak Waterbed, New Mattress & Heater. (8) Drawer Pedestal &
Mirrored Headboard. Asking $500
OBOPh#2~5-9721

CLUB INFO
KAPPA DELTA's 2nd Annual Shamrock
FASHION SHOW for Abused Children
will be held on March 31st, Tuesday at·
7pm in Student Center Auditorium at
UCFI Tickets will be sold in cafeteria this
week-$3.00 Come see our Glamorous
Models from around UCF showoff top of
the line around styles & clothing. Please
come show your support. Any ??? Call
Tina 382-3839.
STUDENT VETERANS'
ASSOCIATION
will meet at 6pm on Friday March 20th
for a social meeting. Every other Friday
formats alternate between business and
social. Join ·us if you are interested in
increasing lJCF's awareness of veterans and promoting the overall well-being of all veterans and their family members. For more info Call Scott at X-2707/
380-6084
CLUB 20/20 ,
For PROGRESSIVE ACHIEVERS IN
FINANCE, MARKETING, & BUSINESS with Defined Financial Horizons.

Tandy 1000 EX, 5 1/4, 3.5, DMP130
Printer Modem, Color Monitor, 2 Joysticks, Memory Exp Card, Printer
·
Case, Plenty of Software, $900 OBO
277-0998 or x0123 ask for BW
Computer; IBM Compatible 286, ProPrinter, WordPerfect, Graphics Complete w/ Desk Steal it $625 offer 3653420
New Condo 1 mile North of UCF A Buy
2 .Bath 2Brm Spas Gym Tennis Porch
Alafaya & Palm Valley 366-7486
Bed Twin Single Box Spring, Mattress
and Frame $50 671-9733.
SUPER NINTENDO Adventure
Game-"Wanderer's from Y's Ill" Only
$35 Call Mike 277-9578
Lot in Willa Lake, Oviedo 91X120Pave, Utilities, Small Lake, Nice Area
$43,900 Buy Now, Build Later and·
save. Call 679-4684 Evening

AUTOS

"!'-

Insertion dates:
0 GREEK CORNER
O AUTOS
0 WANTED
0 CAR POOL

~THORNTON

DESIGN GROUP~
Call 382-0190
WORD PROCESSING-$3.00/page
DESKTOP PUBLISHING-$10/pg & up
Spellcheck ~ Proof Session

HELP WANTED
RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715

*** WP, EDfflNG: APA, MLA, etc.

PLASMA DONORS SAVE LIVES
Earn up to $100 per month for 2 visits
per week/New donors or absent for six
months bring this ad for $5 bonus/
Student appointments avail. Smoke
Free Environment/Community BioResources Inc. 1122 W. Church St.
Orlando 841-2151 Mon-Thur 6:30-6:00
Fri 6:30-4:00 Sat 6:30-12:00

366-0538

WORDMASTERS 277·9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Summer internship available! Gain
practical management experience in
your hometown. All majors may apply
Call now 1-800-443-3059.

Fast*Professional*Accurate

Don't be an unhappy whopper flopper
Part-Time Help Wanted 4 miles from
UCF Flexible hrs·. AIR-CONDITIONED
Office, Earn $4.35 to $9.00 hour.
Limited Openings Call 671-4111

LOWCOSTWORD PROCESS SERVICE:
no job is too large or too small,
1-2 cents/word,
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS,
407-423-8078.

ATTENTION: Excellent Income
for home assembly work. INFO. 504646-1700. DEPT. P307
Need Extra Money?
Call Tim Webber Catering Today
We are hiring interested service and
bartenders-Call 246-7300 to set up an
interview
Bob Knight Photomarketing, Inc. is
looking for par time photographer s/
helpers. A professional appearance
and attitude is required. Must be willing
to work nights and weekends. Call
(407) 896-6892 for interview.
Immediate openings! Campus reps for
the Works Corp. $6/hr, flexible hours.
Must be outgoing and self motivated.
Call 823-4365 Now!
Responsible Students, To Help other
students find money for college. 1-900787-6972 $2 per minute

KCO INC Typing/WP/DP/$_1.50-$2.00
7440 University Blvd-Call 678-6735
Word Processing Word Perfect 5.0
Student Documents Call Patti 6794595
Get your paper or thesis printed on
laser in Word Perfect 5.1 . Fonts,
spreadsheets, and graphs also available. $1.80 a page 366-7356

I

TUTORS
French Tutoring Helen 282-7428
LSAT GRE GMAT Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300

Students/Fundraisers-Earn money
Selling tickets to upcoming "Beauty
Expo". Work your own schedule. No
Money Investment, Keep Half of
amount collected 644-9916 for info

SPANISH TUTORING CALL MARIA
282-9872 BETWEEN 1TO3; AFTER
9PM ALSO WEEKENDS

Babysitter-parttime day/night for two
children in Longwood. Light chores
too. Please call 263-8931

SAT, ACT, GAE, GMAT TUTORING
MORE SCORE LESS$$$ 249-2246

Summer lifeguard positions available
in Orlando/Winter Park area. Call 2289122 for more info.

PERSONALS
DANETTE, Although I had to do what I
did, I am son~ B

SERVICES

Babe, I never knew how much I could
miss you - how much more and more I
could love you--until now .... Babe

Money for ColleQ'e-Guaranteedl! Undergrad, grad, a,thletic funding searches. Call 1-800-669-9419.

PAT-I have many talents. Some of
them you've already witnessed. Come
see my talent tonight@ SCA @ 8pm
Student Talent Show. You've never
seen this talent before! Luv ya, CHRIS
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TYPISTS
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TYPISTS

Dodge Shelby Charger '83 Good
Cond. Needs AC CompressQr, Lots of

75¢ per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1fill per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
.... PREPAYMENT ONLY-No Refunds

1

new parts, Recent paint. $1800. 2980413
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ADAM SANDl(R
l

JOM COCHRAN(
March 25, 1992 8pm UCF Arena · ·
Tickets~1\vailable now.at the KIOSK
Ticket Prices: Students $3 Alumni, Faculty & Staff $6 Public $10
For more info call 8-23-2633.
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The UCF Computer Store is located across from CEBA I and II, next to Biology. Our Store hours are ~nday and Tuesday, 8:30am to 5:30pm, Wednesday and Thursday,
8:30am to 4:30pm, and Friday, 8:30am to 4:00pm. We accept cash, personal checks (up to $200), certified checks, VISA, MasterCard, and Discover. Main Store 823·5603
516.3.92 Q On Campus Productions. All Rights Reserved.
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Berg leads men's tennis team with powerful silence
Team rallies around Ohio State transfer
talked to head tennis coach Gail
Falkenberg about playing and
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
she seemed to show confidence
Although most sports fans in me and offered me a scholarenjoy watching a flashy athlete ship," Berg said.
Berg was able to come here
thathas th&charismaalongwith
the skill to dominate a game, and step right in at the number
there is still a place reserved in one spot and so far this season
every fan's heart for the sports- has earned a 10-5 record.
"He immediately assumed
man who has completely driven
over the bumps in the road, con- the leadership role on the team,
fronted them and become an. and his quiet dem.e anor rallies
the team around him. He has
accomplished athlete.
.
UCF's No. 1 men's tennis been a pleasure to coach, and
player, ranked 18th in the na- he's a dream to have on the
tion on the amateur circuit, Eric team," Falkenberg said.
Surprisingly Bergstartedout
Berg exemplifies this characlate in tennis, coming to the .
teristic.
Twenty-two year old Berg, a game after swimming competiseniorwhohailsfromDearborn, tively until he was 12 years old,
Michigan, came to UCF after when he suffered from burnout.
playing three years for the Ohio Hechosetennisafterhismother
State Buckeyes as a walk on but persuaded him to attend a free
tennis clinic and from there on
wasn't shown his due respect.
"I feel I was capable of earn~ he fell in love with the game.
"My Mom supported me 100
ing a scholarship because I beat
four guys on the team who were percerit, but my father had a
on scholarship, but the coach hard time acceptingthatl wasn't
didn't have enough confidence swimming anymore, but came
in me. I felt I was capable of around when he began to see
playing in the top six," Berg- improvement," Berg said.
Berg played tennis throughsaid.
The differences thatBerg had out high school for a lower level
with his coach forced him to look program but was able to make
elsewhere to continue playing, All State his junior year after he
and that's what brought him mad.e the state quarter Jipjtls.
Smee then Berg has tffud to
hereto UCF.
"Over the summer I decided keep busy, playing in as many
thatl wanted to come to Florida, tournaments as possible, averand I chose UCF because of its aging about 15 a year.
Along with being ranked in
strong film program, and I

by Jason Lesko

UCPs Eric Berg snaps his wrist in his high powered serving mOtion. Berg is the men's team's
number one player·and is ranked 18th in the nation's amateur cirruil <ctwtes K Morrow/FUTURE)
the top 20 of the national amateur poles, Berg is ranked No.
12 in the doubles.
As for his feelings about UCF,
Berg claims that he is comfortable here and is happy with his
decision to leave Ohio State.
"My teammates are great
here. It is totally different then
OSU, where everybody had big
ego's and the competition was
more cut throat," Berg said:
Through Berg's method of
leading by example he has
earned the respect.of his teammates.
"We pump each other up; he

shows a lot of concentration and
always has control of the situation," . sophomore teammate
Andre Rucco said.
Watching Berg reminds one
of Pete Sampras, one of the
worlds top players who is
known to show outstanding
composure. Both players illustrate a quiet demeanor.
He always shows his cool
and most of the time is so evenkeeled that you can't decipher
whether he is winning or losing a match.
"I don't try to be a flashy
person, but I would be lying to

you if I said I didn't want
attention," Berg said.
After college Berg intends
on playing in tournaments,
winning a world ranking and
showing all the people at OSU
that they were wrong about
him.
The women's tennis team •
will host Palm Beach Community College in an exhibition match Friday afternoon ·
at 2:30 p.m.
The games will be played
on the UCF tenns courts behind the Wayn~ Densch Sports
Center.
.~ .

THUNDER
FROM PAGE 12
Bay Buccaneers.
The influx of NFL players
has left Thunder coaches in
agony over having to cut players who starred for the team
last season.
Prior to the Thunder's first
regular season action last week
against the Barcelona Dragons
in a special tie-breaker game,
the coachingstaffhad been anxious to see how their new improved team would look once
they hit the field.
"It will be interesting to see
how our players perform under
an actual game situation," defensive secondary coach Pete
Kuharchek said before the
Thunder defeated the Dragons

17-7.
The victory over the Dragons
last Thursday gave a small
(9,648)butenthusiasticcrowda
preview of the Thunder's power
and potential this season.
As with any Thunder storm
there are clouds. The clouds here
fall around the QB situation.
Will the Thunder use Florida
standout Kerwin Bell or the new
kid from the Miami Dolphins,
Scott Mitchell?
Sunday's game will be at the
Citrus Bowl and will be the WL
debut ofthe Ohio Glory, coached
by former Bethune-Cookman
head football coach Larry
Little.
The game kicks off at 1 p.m.
and the Atlanta Rhythm Section will play immediately following the game.

Sports Quiz Answers

Do you enjoy helping people?
How about planning or marketing events?
Are you thoughtful about healthy choices
for yourself and others?
Want to make a positive difference at UCF?
Join SWAT and applyto be a

WELLNESS PEER CONSULTANT
Training and Retreat this summer
Employment 12-15 hours per week
for Fall 1992 and Spring 1993
~

APPUCATION

PERIOD~

Tuesday, March 17 -- Friday, March 20
atthe
Campus Wellness Center

Answers from Tuesday

•
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UCF Baseball Batting Statistics
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UCF BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 12
with a singl~ to left and scored
the next inning on a Mottola
round tripper. Mottola's
hometun marked his eighth of
the season, one less then he hit
all last year.
To round out the scoring effort the Knigbts added three
more in the seventh inning.
"We are doing what we
wanted to do; we are putting
up a run almost every inning
instead of all at once. Now
when it gets late in the game,
the other team will look up at
the score board arid wonder
why they are down by so many
runs," Richardi said.
After a lackluster performance
against Jacksonville, where
Laszaic only lasted an inning and
a half, he bounced back by throwing eight innings, striking out
~ven, only allowing three walks
and three hits, and didn't surrender an earned run.

About the Jacksonville 10 hits a game.
game, Laszaic said, "It was one
"Our line up is solid up and
of those days where you throw down. Everybody is contributgood pitches but they just hit ing and everybo~y is swinging
them."
the bat well," Richardi said.
Even though Laszaic was
Another contributing factor
fighting the cold temperatures, is that the pitchers are throwthings were different against ing well, which instills more
U-Mass.
confidence in the offense.
"Coming from the bull pen
"We can go into every game
to the mound and starting the and know that if we score a
game you can get a little rusty, couple of runs our pitching
but once I get into a grove, I'm staff will hold them," Mottola
0 ~" Laszaic added.
said.
Laszaic found trouble in the
The Knights-have big games
ninth inning when a defensive coming up when they begin
blunder along with a walk was conference play this weekend
- enoughofathreatforBergman · at Arkansas-Little Rock in a
to pull Laszaic out and put in two-game set. Upon returning
sophomore pitcher Jason the Knights will play defendSchlutt.
ing national champions LouiSchlutt retired the side in siana State University here on
the ninth, giving up two un- March 24 and 25 at 7 p.m.
earned runs, both on past balls,
"Normally we play under
making the score 8-3.
· .500 this early in the season,
Offensively the Knights are . but this year we are playing
scoring more than anticipated, well and are hopefully ready to
averaging more than eight peak against South Alabama,
runs a contest and more than and LSU," Mottola said..

UCF outfielder Chad Mottola rounds third base in the
Knight's victory over Massachusetts; Phillip Masters/FUTURE)

AIDS Don't die
of ernbarrassment.
If you think you can't get ii you're dead wron
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Student Wellness Advocate Team. prese_nts: .
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When you purchase one food item, receive the
second entree of equal or less value, for half price.

.

Please present coupon when ordering. Not ~~din combination w~th oth~:
discounts or special offers. No cash value. Lurut 1 coupon per party per VIS1t.
f~
Valid only at the following Wag's:

WafJ

FAMILY RESTAURANTS

·1o615 E. Colonial
Union Park

-

Expires April 30,1992
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Phone ahead for pickup 281-1344
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Bring Frien.ds .. .
.Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

Belz Factory
· Outlet World
Mall 2

OUTL_ET

363-4670

10% student disc~unt on regular ·merchandise with UCF ID

.Boobs Tor The Performing (?f rine Arla
Traditional Coffee Houac
Rchenranl ~tudioa
~~
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(407) 657-9099
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11:00-3:00 Wednesday, March 25
-On the Green at UCF
Rain Date: Friday, March 27

. . I

t
~~

~355 11.. 11.loma Avenue,
·Winter Park. FL 31:679'2
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Mens Hans Strom-Olson leads
Knights to ~ctory in Pepsi Invite
by Dave Meadows
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Two wins were better than one for the UCF golfteams
as both the men's and women's squads scored coups in
separate tournaments in Tampa last weekend
Trailing by five strokes after two rounds, the Knights
surged past the Kansas Jayhawks to win the University of South Florida 1992 Pepsi Invitational.
UCFs Hans Strom-Olson of Sweden led all individuals with a three-under-par score of 212.
"This team is starting to bring up its level of play at
just the right time," Coach Mike Shumaker said. "They
were a little shaky last fall in the beginning of the
season, but they're starting to benefit from all the Q.ard
work they've been doing.
"Our men are on the verge of becoming a top-20 or
even a top-15 team in the country."
The next stop on the tour for the Knights will be
this weekend's University of Alabama Invitational,
then the NCAA's.
The Lady Knights, led by senior Liz Earley, won the
Pebble Beach Invitational, which was also held in Tampa.
Earley set a new course record by shooting a round
of 68 on the first day of the tournament; she then shot
a second round of 72 on the par-72 course.
"It was pretty exciting for me," Earley said. "It was
fun to be able to dQ that.
"The tournament was especially good for me since I
haven't been playing all that well recently. It gave me
a chance to regroup.".
The Lady Knights will return to the Don Shula Golf
and Country Club - where Earley won her last collegiate tournament- for the Miami Beach Invitational
March 27-29.
"We're pretty excited to be going back there again,"
Earley said. "We shot really well asa team the last time we
played there. The team is really st.a,rtingto come together,
but there's still room for improvement"

Head Coach: Mike Shumaker
Men's Team

fl.me

CL

ttometawo

Fr.

Johannesburg

Sr.

Hyannis, MA

Fr.

Eldon, MO

Alex Baillie
Paw Bastien
Darin Bond
Jon Cowgill
Jr. London, England
Robert Damron
Fr.

Orlando, FL

So.

Columbia, NJ

Rich Hughes
Marcel Leroux
Jr. Pretoria, S. Africa
Doug Middleton
Jr.

Orlando, FL

So.

Sarasota, FL

Will Roberts

Mark Robinson
Orlando, FL
Fr.
Hans Strom-Olsen
Jr.
Oxie, Sweden
Robert Wiggin
Fr. New Castle1 Eng.
University of South Florida
1992 Pepsi Invitational Results
1. Central Florida
871
2.Kansas
873
3. South Florida
883
4.Miami
889

Marcel Leroux, a junior from Pretoria, South Africa,
watches his shot .sail down the green. (Michael 0eHoog1FuruREJ

.

World League, Orlando Thunder return
by Mic~~I Chambers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Last year the World League ofAmerican ·Football ended its inaugurate season in a fog of skepticism, and Orlando's
World League team in mediocrity~ Most
people considered the first season to be
the last for the WLAF... NOT!
This weekend, the new improved
league will open its second season with
some big changes and a new name: the
World League. Thefirstchangeisthat
the NFL is no longer treating the WL

as a step child. To prove this point, made changes of its own, starting with a
NFL personalities such as Don Shula new general manager and coaching staff.
and Mike Ditka are endorsing the Former University ofFloridahead coach
league, and the NFL's commissioner, Gal.e n Hall has taken the Thunder's
Pete Tagliabue, was in Orlando last reigns after serving as an assistant on
month to assure the WL that the "fa- the team last year.
Many of the Thunder's veterans from
ther" organization is in full support of
their first season have been replaced
the infant league.
The NFL logo is now appearing on with bigger, faster and better talent.
World League ads and NFL players will Orlando fans should expect a strong debe seen this weekend in WL uniforms in fense and a gale-force offense.
Part of the team's rejuvenated roster
what is being called "the National Footcomes on loan from the NFL, including
ball League Enhancement program."
Orlando's team, the Thunder, have linebacker Maurice Crum from the Dal-

las Cowboys, quarterback Scott Mitchell
from the Miami Dolphins and wide rece~ver Stac~y Simmons from the Tampa
THUNDER continued page 10

Knights. melt down Minuten1en
UCF overcomes five errors with Laszaics arm
by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

Outfielder Chad Mottola slides into second base high and hard.
Mottola leads UCF with a .447 batting average. <PhllltpMast•l'9/FuruRE)

.

· ,

Poor defense by the Knights (19. 5) wasn't enough to offset a spectacular performance by senior pitcher Anthony Laszaic.
UCF's defense committed five er. rors in the 8-3 victory over the University of Massachusetts (0-3) on a
cold Monday Night that saw temperatures drop into the 40s at the University of Central Florida Baseball Complex.
"I'm disappointed in our defense.
We made stupid plays," head baseball
coach Jay Bergman said.
"Defensively we are. suffering from
lack of communication. We need to tum
up the intensify a little and do the
fundamentals right," senior catcher

TRIVIA ANSWERS page 10

Glen Richardi said.
The Minutemen struck first in the
top of the first inning when lead off
hitter John Cerere hit a line drive
double to the left field wall and then
latter scored on a throwing error from
Knight third baseman Eddie Garcia.
Retaliating in the bottom of the first,
the Knights scored when Ty Lynch had
a bunt single followed by a Chad Mottola
double down the right field line. Then
Lynch scored on a Kiki Antonini
groundC;r to second, which tied the score
atone.
The followingtwo innings the Knights
lit up the score board, scoring one run
each of the next two innings. During
the second Lynch drove in Brett Barker
UCF

BASE~

continued page 11
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Ice-T and Body Count give Orlando crowds an a,narchistic rap 'n' roll trilogy show at .Visage
David J. Shoulberg

•·

Tliis past Saturday, nothing short of a rap 'n' roll
trilogy took place at Visage
Nightclub. Ashow with IceT and thrash band Body
Count is best described in
three sections.

rap concerts promote violence.
"The press can suck my dick, go
see Barry Mannilow or something... "
As a matter of fact, Ice-T
pointed out many times through
out the evening the ethnic diversity and peaceful nature of the
audience. He was right on_ the
money; no racial or rap related
violence marred his show.
Continuing the night was an
anarchist version of the gang-rap
epic "Jack Back." With sirens
flashing and fans screaming, IceT acted out this track with streetwise edge and action. Closing the
first set was the theme from the
L.A. gang drama "Colors."
Though Ice-T left the stage at
this point, the show was by no
. means over. The final part of this
rap 'n' roll trilogy was about to
take over in a big way.
Masked by fog and flanked by
shotgun-bearing guards, Body
Count began its musical attack
on Orlando. Body Count is a hybrid mix of thrash metal and rap,
fronted and formed by Ice-T. Two
guitarists, a bassist, a drummer
and Ice-T make up this band that
likes to take on every political
issue from racism to AIDS. The
band did a great number that they
dubbed a love song. The title?
"KKK Bitch."
Every song by Body Count was
filled with a hatred of the estab-

First was the brilliant opening
act Hard Corps. An outfit of sounds
comprised of everything from
heavy metal, rap, punk, funk, you
name it! HardCorps had energy
and enthusiasm, rare for an opening act. At many points during
their set, the mosh pit was filled
with electricity and mayhem.
Overall, HardCorps proved
themselves a force to be reckoned
with and a band· to be respected.
The second part of the evening
consisted ofrapmaster Ice-T. With
brash attitude and control, Ice-T
took the stage and never let go.
Alternating between his greatest hits and sarcastic monologu.es,
Ice-T proved personality can win
a crowd. With a six-member entourage, including Afrika Islam
and mix-trickster Evil E, the audience was treated to rap classics
like "IceBerg" and a crowd-pleasing rendition of"I'm Your Pusher."
At many points during the show
Ice-T lampooned pop music, slamICE-T continued page C4
ming the simpleness of Crystal
Water's dance hit "Gypsy
Woman," doing an off key
send-up of "We Are The
W9rld" and even doing a
take on Prince's "Gett Off,"
with ... "23 positions in a
tour bus bathroom!"
Ice-T also did some
newer material from his
Original Gangster album.
"New Jack Hustler,"
"Original Gangster" and
the theme from his film
"Ricochet" were met with
hysterics from the rowdy
crowd. During "Lets Get
Buck Naked And Fuck,"
Ice-T did a sexual pantomime that would make
Tipper Gore pass out.
Proving that no topic is
beyond his scope, Ice-T
suggested Jason of "Friday the 13th" fame should
run for president. Reason?
He gets the point across!
Additionally, some
negative vibes were
thrown to the main stream lce-T takes the Visage stage. (DavtdJ.
press for it~ assertiorl that ShoulbergJFUTUREl

lce-T cuts loose and attacks everyone from the media to American
politics during his show at Visage. He also nominates Jason from the
'Friday the Thirteenth' films as the next president of the United
States: "He gets the point across." (Dav1dJ.shou1berg1FuruRE)

"A verbal attack on the pysche:" Body Count team up
with lce-T to vent frustrations. c0av1d J. shou11>erg1FUTURE)
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New biography of Billie
Holiday shows 'many faces'
Bill Cushing

her impact on America and
American life as a singer. He
There is, or was, a bit of a himself labels the book a "biodilemma in reviewing the book graphical essay."
"In the end what matters
"Lady Day: The Many Faces of
BillieHoliday."Woulditbemore most is that Somehow, out of
appropriate to spotlight the whatever her personal history
work during Black History might have been, she was able
Month or Women's History tO invent for herself a shining
identity as an artist," he writes
Month?
The answer, of course, is in the introduction. "Ofthe other
simple.
parts of her life - the cosmic
It doesn't matter when this loneliness, the fatal attraction
work is brought to people's at- to drugs and monstrous men,
tention. Billie Holiday belongs the arrests - what is there to
toallofuswhohav.eeverbeenin say? She was addic~d and
love, felt pain, lived life.
abused,butshewasmanyother
Born in Philadelphia and things as well."
raised on the mean streets of
Among those "many other
downtown Baltimore-the city things" was a woman who, withthatgaveusEubieBlake,Chu~k out the range or natural talent
Webb and Billie's own father, ofPearlBailey,SaraVaughnor
Clarence - Holiday was first Ella Fitzgerald, possessed the
discovered in 1933 by a far- means to become noted as the
sighted, Yale-educated million- greatest jazz singer in history.
airenamedJo}mHammond who She was a vocal minimalist who
heardherperformin the Harlem O'Meally compares with poet
nightclub Monette's. Once she William Carlos Williams.
became part of the public doHoliday worked within her
•
own vocal range to eremain, Holiday's life became as much fiction
· ateratherthanpresent
and fantasy as it was
a rendition and sang in
fact, a situation she hera way that made her
self did much to en- i.r-.1 mP!....,~......._.~ recordings "rich with
trench.
palpable, dra1 1 1
Unlike the
matic, lived exexpose style
perience."
Born in 1905,
thathasbecome
so
popular
Holiday lifted
herselffromafu.among biographers these
therless family
days (a'laAlbert
life to become a
Goldman), Roblegend, a "song
ert O'Meally, a
stylist" of the
first magnitude
professor of English andAmeriaccordjpg to her
can Studies at
booking agent's
ColumbiaUniversity'sBarnard pressmaterial.At15shewasperCollege, prefaces his work with forming in New York City clubs.
the statement that "this is not a By the time she was 22, she had
full biography." He even spends recorded a number of songs that
time analyzing previous bio- areassociatedwithhernameonly
gr~phical works dealing with to this day. She was named 'Top
Female Vocalist of the Year" by
Holiday.
Although he touches on the Esquire magazine for both 1944
facts of her life, it is Billie Holi- and 1945.
day the artist' that O'Meally is
Even her choice of the name
most concerned with alongwith - Billie was taken from the
1

=

FACTS

1930s sex symbol Billie Dove"representednotjustarejection
of her history but a celebration
as well."
As O'Meally writes, "It is signifi.cant that in the choice of the
name Billie Holiday and even
Lady Day (a royalized then
shortened version of Holi-Day)
was a break with the past...The
choice of the name Billie Holidayrepresentednotjustarejection ofher history but a celebration as well. What she kept was
her favorite part of the past theHollywood-hopefulpart,the
free spirit, the tomboy who was
connected with her father, the
Billie. She explicitly retained
the Holiday because she wanted
to be known as her daddy's
daughter; she was a musician,
too, or would be in time. As a
namer, she was not only revis- ·
ing the past but also looking to
the future."
And it is the name that determinesthisbook.Althoughshewas
actuallyshortandheavy,Holiday
had an innate sexuality.
In fact, the reason that
O'Meally chose the title of''The
Many Faces of..." is because, as
. he writes, "she could appear soft
andelegantlylovely,buxomand
bustingloosewithcountrycuteness; fat and tomboyish; thin,
angular,andalooflysvelte;puffy
faced and arch."
His careful writing is surrQunded by an expansive array
of photographs of both Holiday
and her contemporaries, as well
as reproductions ofletters, clips
andotherassortedmemorabilia
that made up the many aspects
of her life.
Holiday was, in the end, a
woman of many lives. Some of
them were beautiful, many were
tragically sad, but all of them
made her what she was and, in
the end, determined how she
was perceive and accepted in
America.
It was also this aspect of her
personality that has made
Americans love her.

·-

•

•Blame It On My Youth
Artist: Holly Cole Trio
Producer: Greg Cohen
Label: Manhattan
The best way to describe the
Holly Cole Trio is to compare it
to Harry Connick Jr.
Cole and her band have a
jazzy, big band style that is
very close to Connick' s~ The
similarity ends, though, when
,•

burner.
Ifonly it were not as if, while
listening to this album, the listener keeps expecting her to
sing "Feelings" or "You Don't
Send Me Flowers," and waits
to hear her say, "Ladies and
gentlemen, welcome to the Airport Ramada..."
David J. Shoulberg

.,

'American Me' gives

)

a look at Latino mobs
Bill Cushing
In the beginning there was
"Little Caesar."
That film became the standard for crime movies, a genre
primarily restricted to characters ofltalian descent. Recently,
other ethnic groups have seen
inclusion in the crime story: Bob
Hoskins starred in a British
version ofthe mob movie in "The
Long Good Friday," Al Pacino
played Cuban criminal-in-exile
Tony Montana who builds an
empire on cocaine in "Scarface,"
"Once Upon a Time in America"
concerned the three-way battle

==
ililliWllltili

between Italian, Irish snd Jewish criminal factions in the roaring '20s of New York City, and
last year's "Mobsters" showed
Italians and Jews forming ~i.
criminal corporation.
Now Edward James Olmos
brings an 18-year project to fruition with the film version ofFloyd
Mutrux's script "American Me," a
story about the E.M.E., a gang
from the streets and the prison
system of California.
The story, while fictional,
draws on current avents as well
as history. Like its predecessors,"American Me" shows how,
once entrenched, t..~e survival of
the gang becomea more important than even its rnembers.
"There is a cancer in this subculture of the gangs," Olmos
wrote in the movi~'s p:r~~~ n:~~
rial. "Either you treat the cancer or it'll eat you alive."
"American Me" begins with
the 1943 Zoot Suit riots. As
American forces fought for freedom overseas, its individuals
conducted their ·own private
campaign of racism, first interring Japanese-Americans and
then venting a collective rage on
the Mexican residents of East
Los Angeles.
During this gruesome upheaval we meet Santana's

Santana (Edward James Olmos), Mundo (Pepe Serna) and J. D. (William Forsythe)
make up the core of the E.M.E., a Mexican gang that rules East Los Angel·3S in the
film 'American Me.' (Tony Friedman/UNIVERSAi_ srno1os)
'

(Olmos) parents. His father is
beaten and his mother raped by
American sailors. Then in, 1959,
at the age of 15, Santana is
busted for breaking-and-entering. Placed in juvenile hall, the
youth is sodomized by an older
boy. Killing his attacker with
the knife that was used to maintain obedience, Santana is resentenced, this time for murder.
With that act he also earns the
respect of the other detainees.
When transferred to Folsom

State Penitentiary to serve the .
remainder ofhis term, Santana
is knownforbeingbrutallytough
as well as being a source for
drugs within the penal system.
The network for importing and
delivering the drugs is as interesting as it is disgusting.
As his empire expands and
proliferates, Santana becomes
::::::::,~=~•~m::
: :,:·=
insulated from reality. While the
:::::::.... .... ..... ... .... ..... ... ....
........ .. ..::::::::
viewer is aware of the differ: : ·:::1;~::!:11,::11!;r:~a11,~:,:.i': ,: .
ence, Olmos lets the audience
::::t~A~·~'=[ttm!~l!Jnt:::I:·
see how distorted one's view
-~-------------------------.,--------~ becomes when part of these
gangsand their self-destructive
WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT
life. Olmos shows how pervasive gangs are in these people's
lives. With a simple tattoo punctured into the webbing of an
WHERE THE SUN ALWAYS SHINES!
initiate's
hand as a rite of pasWE ALSO DO:
sage, that mark identifies people
•NAILS (ACRYLIC-GELS)!
with the streets forever. It is a
•INFRA-SLIM BODY WRAP!
label used to shocking effect as
•EYEBROW & LEG WAXING!
the film progresses.
· Ending with the statistic
. REEDY PLAZA - 10376 E. COLONIAL
that,
in 1991, America saw
MON-FRI a:3oam-9pm SAT 9-6pm SUN i2:oopm-5:00pm

llDIR~lli"ll!llll
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TAN·FASTI UE TANNING SALON

3,000 gang-related deaths,
"American Me" shows the seed
that starts the process in chilling and gruesome detail.
With Olmos' character
Santana as its centerpiece,
"American Me" covers three generations of characters who all
become successively younger as
the tapeworm ofthe gang grows
overtheyears. Perhaps the most
in·t eresting aspect of this film is
in its narration, which is a sort
ofrap-like second person innerdialogue.
While the film is not flawless
- it tends to be a bit melodramatic and its cuts between
scen~s -are too episodic, both
.signs of Olmos' television roots
- "American Me" is still superior to early efforts, such as "Colors," in depicting this "cancer."
It acts as a powerful statement on a problem that, until
recently, was relegated to the
back pages of the newspaper.

282-6042
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For All Your
Eye Care Needs.

••

• Complete Eye Exams
• Contact Lenses
• Prescription Glasses
• Sunglasses

200Jo OFF EYEWEAR FOR
ALL UCF STUDENTS.
2911 Red Bug Road • Casselberry • (407) 695-2020
Major Credit Cards Accepted
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ICE-T
FROM PAGE Cl
lishment and a desire for
change, no matter what the
cost. "There Goes The
Neighborhood" is a commentary on the resistance by
some communities to let minority groups reside peacefully in their areas.
The set wasn't without
humor though, like when
Ice-T took the opportunity
to explain something to the
ladies in the house. He
stated in no uncertain terms
that the male sex organ was
directly attach·ed to the optic nerve and that's why the
male
sex
drive
is
uncontrolable.
Though no medical evidence is available to support this (although it would
explain a lot!), it was a great
segue into the song "Evil
Dick." During the song JceT gave new meaning to the
term 'bump & grind.'
· While the band rocked on
the stage, the.crowd turned
the floor upside down.
Slam dancing and stage
-

·diving ran rampant during
the show, with fans constantly being thrown over
the front of the stage barricades. At one point Ice-T
caught the fever and dove
straight into the crowd,
prompting security to
scramble after him.
Body Count dedicated the
song "Momma Gotta Die Toni gh t" to their fellow
Lollapalooza tour mate
Henry Rollins. Tl!e song
blames parents for causing
their children to have racist
attitudes.
Topping offthe evening was
an explosive tirade on police
brutality. "Cop Killer" v'ented
frustrations about the sometimes abusive law system; IceT admitted that some cops were
honest but too many play God
with a badge.
An evening with Ice-T and
.Body Count is like a yerbal
and bass driven attack on
the psyche. Whether its his
acting, his music or his attitude, Ice-T is always three
things; Outspoken, Outrageous and Outstanding.

David J. Shoulberg
Withsummeruponus,some
major tours are·in the works.
. Both U2 and Genesis are planning stadium tours and possiblyBruceSpringsteen.Amegarock tour may be in the works
with Gµns 'n Roses, Metallica
and Nirvana all on one bill!
Also booked to tour on one bill:
Eric Clapton and Elton John.
Be on the lookout for
Lollapalooza 2, rumored to be
headlined by Red Hot Chili

Peppers with P.M. Dawn, Ice
~ Cube or Jesus & Mary Chain
supporting.
. Touringsma1lervenues,like
clubs and halls, could be Tracy
Chapman, David Byrne or Lou
Reed...
Proving the value of winning a Grammy(or two), both
Bonnie Raitt and Natalie Cole
have seen major motion on the
Billboard charts. Cole's album
leapfrogged from No. 16 to No.
2, while Raitt blasted to No. 4
from No. 12. This chart trend

should keep up for at least tow
to three more weeks.
Also look for the unstoppable
Garth Brooks to benefit from
his recent Saturday Night Live
performance... Back Track, a
film by Dennis Hopper, now
available on video, contains a
cameorolefromfolk-rockerBob
Dylan!... and, as if your day
wasn't bad enough, it's official:
Paula Abdul and Emilio
Estevez are engaged! (Is this
thefromhellcoupleoftheyear,
or what?).

Experi-MENTAL ? ·
, Try the features section of the Central Florida Future ...

The Collage and Confetti sections are currently seeking writers who don't
mind approaching the edge. Openings available in the areas of
• Theater and movie reviews
• Music and recording

• One-on-one interviews with visiting personalities
• In-depth features and other areas

Interested? An open meeting will be held at the CFF trailer Uocated off Libra Drive
between the water tower and the art domes) this Friday at 3:30 p.m.
Anyone interested is invited. For further information, call 823-6397.
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To work for a leading financial firm,
.you don't have to go to Wall Street.

)j)
.

+

American
Red Cross

You've just invested a lot of time, effort and
money in your education. Now you must make a
critical decision about your future.
If you're considering investing in a career, consider Merrill Lynch. After all, no one knows
investments like we do.
Merrill Lynch is moving the operations group
supporting a $120 billion Mutual Fund business to
Jacksonville, Florida in June. We will be bringing a
variety of challenging opportunities in financial services operations and client relations. Responsibilities
include servicing clients, preparing financial reports
and monitoring and analyzing client transactions.
We provide a return on your investment by offering an extensive 2 to 3 month training program in
addition to an excellent benefits package, including
medical and dental coverage, insurance and disability plans, a 40l(k) plan, a retirement program,
_ :::::- ..•. _ _ _ _ and tuition reimbursement.
~--..=..-To find out more about opportunities with
Merrill Lynch, check with the Career Resource
Center for our on-campus interview dates. Or send
_
.;_-your resume to: Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc., Suite
~~
631 CW, P.O Box 550500, Jacksonville, Fl.
• • ~32255-0500.

BE A RED CROS. VOLUNTEER

~ Wecanhelp
~ youfind

MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE.
Every Student is Eligible
for Financial Aid
• Comprehl1191we o.tabMe 200.000
lislln0$ 19preserl Oller s10 billion in priYale
(HS

secv linarcial lid.
• EDy To U.. - we match~ s1Udenls .,

based on inlomiation prtMdld
induelinQ career plans, family henlage, Ind

IWlrdS

r-'\

academe lflerests.
• Unique Aw.rd• - our resewdi dllp;wtnenl
has loc:aled sctnarships for golf cadl:ks,
lefl·handed S1\Jdenls, cheer1Hders.
~smokers. and mol'I.

---

• Guaran• - we will find II least M\191'1
sources ol ?Nate sector flnaroal atd.
or we Wiii "'""'-' 'f04Jf money.

-~·--

For more inf()(mation and our FREE
brochure, please complete and mail
the coupon below.

·- -

Please send FREE scholarship

I infonnation to:
I ,..,,.

~----..__~ .

---------::: ~Merrill Lynch

·Adlhu---------:

~------s.._z.,_

'IWn!idW _______________

Il "'-' ,,_____________
I MailTo:
1
1

P.OC~~7

Maitland, FL 32794-8257

§
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1-800-434-1165 (ext. 8183)
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PAOUD SPONSOR OF THE SUMMER

OLYM~=- ~

Atradition of trust.
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Merrill Lynch is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer.
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